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What We Will Do Today

●Defaults:  Decisions not Made
–Review Recent Examples
–Ask About Selecting Defaults

●Loss Aversion:  Why it is important for Finance
and Marketing.
–Define Loss Aversion
–Marketing Examples
–Who is Most Loss Averse?



Defaults And Decisions.

Joint with Dan Goldstein,  Jonathabn Levav, Andreas
Hermann and Mark Heitmann



Many “Mindless” Decisions are influenced by
Defaults

● Def’n:  A  no-action default is
what happens when decision
is not made.

– In the US:  401(k) plans,
the default contribution is
often $0

– In Sweden:  You are an
organ donor

– In New Jersey and
Pennsylvania:  Two
different kinds of auto
insurance defaults.

● In the medical literature
this is called presumed
consent vs. explicit
consent.

● In privacy, opt-in vs. opt-
out.

● In financial service
regulations, negative
elections (automatic
enrollment).



A few case studies



Choosing to become an Organ Donor

● n=176  Web participants

● “You are moving to a new state.

In that state, everyone is (is not)

a organ donor unless they

choose not (choose to) be.

Click here to change…”

● Neutral Condition:  You must

make a choice.

● (Johnson and Goldstein,

Science, 2003)
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Defaults Make a Difference

● Result:   Defaults make a
difference.

– Examined Agreement
rates in many
European countries.

– Most had web
registrations.
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The National Do Not Call Registry

The Do Not Call list is an oft-
cited success for opt-in:
But….

– While there are 142
Million opt-ins,

– But what if people had to
opt-in to receive phone
calls?



Privacy Decisions are affected.

         
          

(1) Notify me about more
health surveys.

    48.2% 

(2) Do NOT notify me about more health
surveys.

   96.3% 



Why Do Defaults Matter?

● Laziness

– People don’t want to read, mail a form, etc.

– But the web is a good as it gets.

– Note:  Firms can make it hard to make choices.
● Endorsement

– Maybe the government/company is telling me what
I should do..

– But do people believe that this is always in their
best interest

● Loss Aversion:  Giving up outweighs getting.



Laziness: Making it Difficult

●As part of its move to
share calling records, a
large RBOC required
people to opt-out.

●How easy was it?
●Listen as NPR’s Bob

Moon tries to opt out…
● Inertia is a major factor in

the profitability of
customer retention plans.



Implied Endorsement

● Implicit in any
default selection is
the possibility that
it is recommended.

●Dell, for example,
had used a
recommended
option in addition
to the default.

●The State of
Kansas recently
changed its opt-out
default for sex
education to opt-in.



Loss Aversion

●Changing defaults means giving up something,
in return for getting something else.
●The endowment effect and loss aversion
suggests that losses will have  more impact.
●The status quo is more attractive
●Two frames for Insurance:

–Give up the right to sue for a reduction in
premiums.

–Pay  more money to acquire the right to sue.



Loss Aversion  and laziness have separate effects.
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Choosing defaults has great responsibilities



Is No Default the Right Default?

●Users like to be able to make choices

●But perhaps they don’t want to have to make
choices

●Choices have consequences, but they also take
effort

●Virginia tried ‘mandated choice’



What is the right default?

● One answer:  Pick the one that is best for the firm.
● Another answer:.  Libertarian Paternalism.
● Best Answer:   Pick your best guess of what each

customer should want: Customized Defaults.



What is the right default?

●The absolutely wrong thing to do is to be
unaware of the effects of defaults.
●Default Neglect is dangerous.



Why the right default is important.



“Instant Case Study”

● The IPhone and  AT&T’s
Billing.

● Many people were surprised
to see bills that ran on to
dozens of pages.

● One user received a large
box with over 300 pages.

● Most entries:  “1 kb download
(time) $0.00.”

● Why?   The default at signup
was for itemized bills!



Other Default Strategies?

● The Firm’s Best Default:  Simply pick options that
maximize profit for the firm.

– Note that many defaults exist in online transactions.

• Shipping

• Additional add-ons.

– Potential for Maximizing short term profit is great.

– But is it a long term strategy?

– Often done in privacy statements, solicitations, etc.
● Q:  What would have been the benefits for AT&T?



Better Default Strategies

●The Average Default.   Pick the one that the most
customers would pick if they had thought about it.

– Marketers are pretty good at forecasting what people
would chose.

– Saves effort, on average.

– But people differ:   Who benefits from airbags?

●  The ‘Nudge’ default:  Choose what is best for people

– Currently done by large firm 401(k) plans.

– Libertarian Paternalism.

– Still what is best for people differs.
● .



Smart Defaults

●The Smart Default:  Customize the default depending
upon what you know about the customer.

– Q: What would you need to know to customize
someone’s 401(k) decisions?

– With airbags, there is now a ‘smart’ airbag which
adjusts for the driver.

– Like recommendation systems, with a boost.

– Market research may be better at predicting my
preferences than I am.



A Second Case Study:
A Large German Auto Maker

●When you visit most web sites, they select
options for you.
●How big of an effect do  you think this
preselection has on choices?
–2% shift?
–4% shift?
–6% shift?
–8% shift?
After all this is an important choice.
People, particularly Germans, take this very

seriously





Other details

●At any point in time, participants could revise
their decision
●Price was updated on screen as participants
made choices
●Following configuration of the entire car
participants were asked:
–Satisfaction and confidence measures (1 to 7

scale)



Percentage Consumers Choosing the Default Option
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●Average increase in the
option selected when it
was the default:

– 12%

– Depends on the price
of the default option.

– Depends on how the
price is framed.

– Depends on who
‘endorses’ the default.



What Default Is the Right Default?

●Default Neglect.

●The Firm’s best short-
term maximizing strategy.

●The Average Default.

●The Nudge Default.

●The Smart Default.

●The firm set it at the
cheapest, for no
particular reason!

●Does it hurt in the long
run?

●What do most people
choose?

●What do people wish
they had/had not chosen?

●What do people  like me
choose?



Defaults:   Summary

●Defaults are a surprisingly large influence on
consumer behavior
●Every decision has a default, do not ignore
them!
●Defaults entail a responsibility.  They can be:

–Malicious
–Benign
–Or Smart!

●Speculation:   Certain people (loss averse
people?) may be particularly susceptible.



Loss Aversion:  Why it is
important for Finance and
Marketing.

Define Loss Aversion
Marketing Examples

Who is Most Loss Averse?



Loss Aversion:   Definition

– Please indicate if you
would play the
following gambles. For
each gamble, check
yes if you would play
the gamble, no if you
would not.

– We will flip a coin, with
the following outcomes.

– What can we say
about someone who
stops after the second
gamble?

●  If the coin turns up heads,
then you lose $2; if the coin
turns up tails, you win $6

●  If the coin turns up heads,
then you lose $3; if the coin
turns up tails, you win
$6……

● If the coin turns up heads,
then you lose $4; if the coin
turns up tails, you win
$6……

● If the coin turns up heads,
then you lose $6; if the coin
turns up tails, you win
$6……



Loss Aversion:  The Balance of Gains and
Losses

●For this person, the
pleasure of wining $6 is
balanced by the pain of
losing $3

●That person is twice as
sensitive to losses

●They have a loss
aversion coefficient of 2

● In Finance, Where is
Loss Aversion Applied?

– The Equity Premium
Paradox

– The Disposition Effect
●How about in Marketing?



Loss Aversion and Marketing

●What changes demand
more?

– A 10% price increase

– A 10% price decrease
●Many studies show an

asymmetry

– Price increase hurt
demand more than
price increases help

●Training People That The
Price is Zero

– Bad Behavioral
Marketing:  Teach
people a reference
price of zero, as did
many dot-com’s

●Framing Product
Attributes:

– Would you buy 90%
lean beef?

– How about 10% Fat?



Endowment Effect

● People overvalue their
possessions

● Even if possession is
random.

● Result:  Too little trade.
● Related loss aversion

applications

– Free trial and
sampling

– Trade-in pricing



So Who Is Loss Averse?



The Fehr/Götte Gambles

●Consider a 50/50 play at: λ
–$6 gain and a $2 loss   3
–$6 gain and a $3 loss 2
–$6 gain and a $4 loss 1.5
–$6 gain and a $5 loss 1.2
–$6 gain and a $6 loss 1
–$6 gain and a $7 loss .86

0.8571429
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Buying and Selling Model Cars…

●Strategy Method

– How much would you
pay for this model car

– [Several pages later]

– How much would you
demand for this car

– Actual transaction.

Median 2, Mean=2.68
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Why:  Changes in Brain Density.



Fluid Intelligence declines



But Other Demographics Matter
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Conclusions:  Loss Aversion in Marketing

●Loss Aversion Matters in Finance and Marketing
–Examples

●But People Differ (a lot) In Loss Aversion
–Age increase loss aversion.
–Education decreases loss aversion.
–Expertise decreases loss aversion

●Important Application:  Segmenting Markets by
Loss Aversion.



Observations

●If we think about loss aversion as the same for
everyone, we are wrong.
●The typical participant in studies is less loss
averse:  They are younger, more educated, etc.
●Loss aversion can be used to understand
different segments.



Conclusions and Questions



How to Help Consumers

●Realize that loss aversion and defaults matter.
●Identify those likely to be ‘at risk’
●Do we profit from this or educate?
●Tools like the Distribution Builder can help.
●Why?

–Helping Consumers May Be a Source of
Long-Term Competitive Advantage.

–Retention and Relationships.



A Partial Example

●Many people did not sell
their internet losers.

●They stopped opening
their brokerage
statements.

●Can someone help them
and make some money?



Contact Information

●Eric J. Johnson
●ejj3@columbia.edu
●212-854-5068
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